Rules for Live Webcam Chat
Welcome to our chat community! We are a family friendly chat room and welcome people of all cultures
and ages. As a member of our chat community you agree to abide by the following rules:
1. Keep all conversation kind, respectful, and family friendly
2. No mention of adult activities, or adult language, however disguised
3. No bullying, threats, antagonizing, insulting, or remarks of a discriminatory or offensive nature
4. Please steer clear of politics, sports, religion, or discussion of personal issues
5. No fishing for personal information, particularly age, sex, race, or contact information
6. No sales, advertisements, promotions or redirects to other channels unrelated to Hays
7. Chatters with inappropriate chat names will be hidden and asked to change chat name to re-enter
chat
8. Please do not use emojis, they are distracting, and quickly clutter the chat
9. Remember to turn off the CAPS Lock key
10. Enjoy the company of fellow chatters, but please stay on topic to the Hays nest
a. Our viewers expect to see discussion about Hays nest and eagle behavior. We invite you
to share observations and exchange facts you have learned about eagle. When there is
activity in the nest, and particularly when the chat is busy, please focus on the Hays nest.
At other times, brief mention of other nests is permitted, but please include the name of
the nest to avoid confusion
11. Be responsive to any re-direction by moderators; if your post is moderated, please do not take
this personally
a. You may not receive any explanation for any post removal. Understand that occasionally,
automatic filters hide posts that may otherwise be appropriate
12. Please allow moderators to address any chat issues. Do not engage trolls. We appreciate chatter
who carry on productive conversation when issues do arise
13. FAILURE TO ABIDE BY CHAT RULES will result in a 5-minute time out. After 3 time outs,
removal from chat may be considered. Trolls, spammers, solicitors are subject to immediate
removal and permanent ban, without warning
a. Note: Please be aware that if you post more than 3 times in rapid succession, the
YouTube filter will make you ‘take a break’, during which time your posts may be visible
to you, but not to others. This is not a chat violation time out
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